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Invero 214 Suspension LED 3000K
White
Carlotta de Bevilacqua

DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT CODE: SCENARIOS

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

SOURCES INCLUDED

IP20 Dimmerable:

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 29W—

Delivered lumens output: 1581lm—

CCT: 3000K—

Efficiency: 66%—

Efficacy: 54.53lm/W—

CRI: 95—

Dimmable Typology: Push—

Notes

The product is composed of two distinct codes to be ordered separately:
body lamp and crystal glass diffuser.

As Icalmo, Invero combines the features of a craft technique
with optoelectronics innovation. Added to Incipit - an optical,
thermal and technological machine - Artemide combines a
human and craft dimension, contemplating the beauty of
imperfection thanks to the revisitation of the blown glass.
Invero resumes in the proportions the classic form of the
Veronese vase, typical of the Venetian glass production. It is a
reinterpretation of the traditional glass processing techniques
not only in the finish but also in the form that is translation of
a specific craftsmanship production. Invero, even in its
geometry, becomes a tribute to a historical memory, takes up
ancient knowledge and values in a contemporary craft key
skills, supporting and preserving them.

Article Code: 1902120A + 1908220A—

Colour: White—

Installation: Suspension—

Material: Glass, aluminium, methacrylate—

Series: Scenarios—

design by: Carlotta de Bevilacqua—

Height: cm 25—

Diameter: cm 23—

Base Diameter: cm 16—

Max Height from ceiling: cm 200—

Category: Led—

Number: 1—

Watt: 27W—

Delivered lumens output: 3200lm—

Color temperature (K): 3000K—

CRI: 90—

Color Tolerance: MacAdam 2SDCM—
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Invero Suspension LED 3000K
White/Blue
Carlotta de Bevilacqua

DESCRIPTION

PRODUCT CODE: SCENARIOS

FEATURES

DIMENSIONS

SOURCES INCLUDED

IP20 Dimmerable:

LUMINAIRE

Watt: 44W—

Delivered lumens output: 2151lm—

CCT: 3000K—

Efficiency: 60%—

Efficacy: 48.89lm/W—

CRI: 95—

Dimmable Typology: Push—

Notes

The product is composed of two distinct codes to be ordered separately:
body lamp and crystal glass diffuser.

As Icalmo, Invero combines the features of a craft technique
with optoelectronics innovation. Added to Incipit - an optical,
thermal and technological machine - Artemide combines a
human and craft dimension, contemplating the beauty of
imperfection thanks to the revisitation of the blown glass.
Invero resumes in the proportions the classic form of the
Veronese vase, typical of the Venetian glass production. It is a
reinterpretation of the traditional glass processing techniques
not only in the finish but also in the form that is translation of
a specific craftsmanship production. Invero, even in its
geometry, becomes a tribute to a historical memory, takes up
ancient knowledge and values in a contemporary craft key
skills, supporting and preserving them.

Article Code: 1900120A + 1908350A—

Colour: White/Blue—

Installation: Suspension—

Material: Glass, aluminium, methacrylate—

Series: Scenarios—

design by: Carlotta de Bevilacqua—

Height: cm 35.9—

Diameter: cm 36.1—

Base Diameter: cm 19—

Max Height from ceiling: cm 200—

Category: Led—

Number: 1—

Watt: 44W—

Delivered lumens output: 4230lm—

Color temperature (K): 3000K—

CRI: 90—

Color Tolerance: MacAdam 2SDCM—


